


BRING ART 
UNDERFOOT WITH 

BENT RUGS 
FOR 

ICONIC FLOORS 



Executing graceful motifs in 

curvilinear style through the 

traditional 'Persian' approach, 

the interesting collection of rugs 

in this hand-knotted style 

reflects soft color palette, an 

asymmetrical form and peerless 

durability.

HAND
KNOTTED 

RUGS



MYSTIC PERSIAN
KNOTTED RUG
A culmination of aesthetic 
brilliance, this wool knotted rug 
embraces creativity and cultural 
significance. Woven by our skilled 
weavers, this rug has intricate 
design and supreme quality. 
This authentic rug marvels the 
exclusivity of hand knotted carpets.

Dimensions: L*W: 7*9 Feet
Weight: 15 kg



TRANSCEND PERSIAN
KNOTTED RUG
Captivated by the authentic vintage 
rugs, the Transcend Rug is translated
into modern-feeling wool knotted 
rug composed of bright tones and 
plush underfoot.

Dimensions: L*W: 7*9 Feet
Weight: 15 kg



Dimensions: L*W: 8*10 Feet
Weight: 17.45 kg

The hand carved finish of knotted 
wool and mild tones create 
a voguish vibrancy in the Conceal 
Persian knot Rug.  With the calming 
pattern in warm blues, this rug 
reflects contemporary design and 
adds a poetic beauty to the 
ornate piece.

CONCEAL PERSIAN
KNOTTED RUG



CLASSIC CIRCLE PERSIAN
KNOTTED RUG

Dimensions: L*W: 8*10 Feet
Weight: 20 kg

This stunning rug encompasses the 
treasured knotted carpet style of 
Persia and Roman gothic design 
resulting in great complexity and 
unparalleled beauty.



MIDTOWN PERSIAN
KNOTTED RUG

Dimensions: L*W: 9*12 Feet
Weight: 25.2 kg

Entailing the art and culture of 
Persia, this carpet tells a story that 
becomes endearing with time. 
Alongwith bringing magnificence to 
your interior, this decor element 
provides lasting warmth and plush 
comfort.



PROSPER PERSIAN 
KNOTTED RUG

Dimensions: L*W: 9*12 Feet
Weight: 28.4 kg

A vogue duet of art and culture this 
rug brings complementary colors to 
muted hues. The tight weave and  
soft texture achieves a tasteful 
blending of classic designing and 
underfoot comfort.



A gorgeous blend of colors and 
pattern, this rug is sure to grace 
your floor. Made of premium wool 
this rug has a plush soft underfoot. 
The highly esteemed carpet features 
unique designs and motifs.

Dimensions: L*W: 9*11 Feet
Weight: 25.8 kg

MIXOLOGY PERSIAN 
KNOTTED RUG



OVERSHADOW PERSIAN
KNOTTED RUG

Dimensions: L*W: 8*10 Feet
Weight: 20 kg

The neutral colors and  classic mid 
century design of the rug will 
transform your home into  one of 
pure art and stylishness. This rug 
embraces artistic appeal and skilled 
manship.



BAROQUE TURKISH 
KNOTTED RUG
Bent Chair's gorgeous " Baroque 
Turkish Knotted Rug" breathes life
into the classic Roman design with
its highly ornated and extravagant 
style. Made of bold colored pure

Dimensions: L*W: 7*12 Feet
Weight: 18.75 kg



TRAVERSE TURKISH
KNOTTED RUG
The mid century design and 
monochromatic tones of our 
Traverse rug easily add vibrancy 
and fluidity to any living space. 
Subjected to art historic this rug is 
a tribal antique.

Dimensions: L*W: 7*12 Feet
Weight: 18.75 kg



PAISLEY PASSION 
KNOTTED RUG-1
This artistically influenced piece 
with repeated all over pattern gives 
an insight to the Seljuk Style from 
the Middle east. Powerloomed of 
rich wool, this Turkish style rug is 
sure to add elegance to your decor.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 7.5 kg



PAISLEY PASSION 
KNOTTED RUG-2
This artistically influenced piece 
with repeated all over pattern gives 
an insight to the Seljuk Style from 
the Middle east. Powerloomed of 
rich wool, this Turkish style rug is 
sure to add elegance to your decor.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 7.5 kg



This artistically influenced piece 
with repeated all over pattern gives 
an insight to the Seljuk Style from 
the Middle east. Powerloomed of 
rich wool, this Turkish style rug is 
sure to add elegance to your decor.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 7.5 kg

PAISLEY PASSION 
KNOTTED RUG-3



PAISLEY PASSION 
KNOTTED RUG-4
This artistically influenced piece 
with repeated all over pattern gives 
an insight to the Seljuk Style from 
the Middle east. Powerloomed of 
rich wool, this Turkish style rug is 
sure to add elegance to your decor.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 7.5 kg



Dimensions: L*W: 8*10 Feet
Weight: 13.72 kg

Traditional motifs in mochrome
are finished in this Persian knotted  
rug. Old world styling and modish
hues make this a swank choice in
luxury rugs.

CHROME PERSIAN
KNOTTED RUG



Dimensions: L*W: 7*9 Feet
Weight: 10.8 kg

Hand tufted by skilled artisans the
 rug blends the vibrant hued tones and
intricate  design. This plush pile has a 
velvety touch and soft underfoot ideal 
for a modern home.

MOSAIC TURKISH
KNOTTED RUG



Dimensions: L*W: 7*9 Feet
Weight: 11.2 kg

The Classic Turkish Knot reinterprets
the traditional pattern in a neutral 
palette.Enduring  quality and plush 
underfoot, this Turkish rug makes
a definitive statement. 

CLASSIC TURKISH
KNOTTED RUG



Dimensions: L*W: 7*9 Feet
Weight: 15 kg

A gorgeous mix of design motif and 
muted colors, this rug is a dramatic
addition to any  modern interior.
Display your eclectic  floor with this 
accent piece.

SYMPHONY TIBETIAN
KNOTTED RUG



Dimensions: L*W: 8*10 Feet
Weight: 20 kg

Inspired by the ethereal Gothic 
Style, the Twilight Persian Knotted 
Rug exudes the aspect that
underscores the many strains 
within the subculture from the 
enchanting and
and dark art pieces.
 

TWILIGHT PERSIAN 
KNOTTED RUG



Dimensions: L*W: 8*10 Feet
Weight: 20 kg

Ancient Roman art inspired this 
gorgeous rug, rendered in an array 
of neutral tones.  Hand-knotted of 
wool this chic-reclaimed rug
underscores many strains of style 
and tradition. The rug not only 
showcases warm tones but also
accentuates with the soft luster.

ROCOCO PERSIAN
KNOTTED RUG



Dimensions: L*W: 8*10 Feet
Weight: 20 kg

Hand-knotted of plush wool yarn, 
this Tibetan knotted rugs takes days 
to complete. Bent Chair's design for 
the Element Rug transforms a tile 
pattern in a bold multicolor palette, 
this versatile rug lays a durable 
foundation for modern living 
spaces.

ELEMENT TIBETAN
KNOTTED RUG



Dimensions: L*W: 8*10 Feet
Weight: 20 kg

Perception Knotted rug is inspired by 
the authentic oriental rug designs. To 
update the look, we have scaled up 
the intricate design motif and
extended the ends with a traditional 
style border. Each exceptional rug is
painstakingly hand-knotted by skilled
artisans and master craftsmen.

PERCEPTION PERSIAN
KNOTTED RUG



Dimensions: L*W: 9*12 Feet
Weight: 27.85 kg

This gorgeous " Rocky Star's Luxury 
Rug" breathes life into the modern 
contemporary design with its highly 
exquisite shades and extravagant 
style. Made of bold colored pure 
wool yarn, the hand-tufted rug 
brings understated luxury to any 
living space.

ROCKY STAR'S
LUXURY RUG



HAND
TUFTED

RUGS

Captivated by the authentic tage 

rugs, intricate detailing view our 

breathtaking and comprehensive 

collection of the Tufted Rugs. 

Crafted primarily of wool this rug 

is inspired by modern art that 

feels both graphic and elegant.



QUEEN OF SPADES
TUFTED RUG
Adorned with quirky design motif, 
this Queen Of Spades rug is a 
gorgeous backdrop for your 
eccentric interior.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 13.3 kg



KING OF SPADES
TUFTED RUG
Adorned with quirky design motiff, 
this King Of Spades rug is a 
gorgeous backdrop for your 
eccentric interior.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 13.3 kg



FREE VERSE
TUFTED RUG
Understated soft underfoot and 
designed with unique pattern in 
conjunction with vibrant tones, this 
rug complements transitional decor.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 16.42 kg



DUSK 
TUFTED RUG

Distinguished by earthy tones and 
eccentric design, this rug is crafted 
to withstand top notch quality 
and durability.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 13.66 kG



FRAME 
TUFTED RUG
This hand woven tufted rug features 
a modern geometric design.  
Intrigued in soft tones , this Conceal 
rug imparts timeless, heirloom 
sophistication.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 13 kg



FOLK 
TUFTED RUG
Sustainable and durable, this Solid 
rug is a handsome addition to your 
decor motif. The contrasting colors 
and tufted layout will elevate the 
ambience of any living space.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 13 kg



CENTRAL
TUFTED RUG
This is a vintage masterpiece. A 
stark combination of bold red and 
champagne developed by our 
artisans for extraordinary detail 
and classic vibrant design.

Dimensions: L*W: 4*4 Feet
Weight: 10.2 kg



BARRIER 
TUFTED RUG 2
Reflecting rich Indian tribal art, 
this rug boosts highly of traditional 
design and aesthetic elements .

Dimensions: L*W: 8*10 Feet
Weight: 34 kg



TINSEL FRAME 
TUFTED RUG
Influenced by style and glamour, 
this Tinsel Frame rug combines 
shimmering shades of gold and 
grey. The symmetrical pattern and 
ultra soft texture will heighten any 
modern interior.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 13 kg



ARISRE
TUFTED RUG
Understating the rich Indian Tribal 
art, this rug, handwoven with 
precision boasts glory and 
traditional heritage.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 17.15 kg



DIEGO
TUFTED RUG

Dimensions: L*W: 6*9 Feet
Weight: 24.2kg

Characterized by signature 
maze pattern and contrasting 
tones of red and grey, this 
tufted rug is sure to add charm 
to your eclectic floor.



DIEGO
TUFTED RUG
Provide an instant quirk to your 
modern contemporary space with 
this hand Diego Tufted Sofa. Nothing 
says "welcome"  more than a soft 
beautifully patterned rug

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 14 kg



BLOSSOM
TUFTED RUG

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 14..3 kg

Fashioned with top quality
wool and colored with the best 
organic vegetable dyes, this 
tufted rug will transform any 
space with its vibrant hues.



ROSE
TUFTED RUG

Dimensions: L*W: 8*10 Feet
Weight: 34.7 kg

Turn the decor of the interior 
with  this statement piece.The 
striking rose woven design
cleverly  adds to its character and 
bring vibrancy  to this tufted style rug.



VARIEGATED
TUFTED RUG

Dimensions: L*W: 6*9 Feet
Weight: 22.7 kg

The best thing about this rug is
its unique design and vibrant 
palette Hand-tufted and made
of wool, this Variegated Rug is
a statement piece.       



COLORBLOCK
TUFTED RUG

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 15.5 kG

Bring a new vibrancy to any
contemporary space with our
chosen style of tufted rug. Made
from top quality wool, this rug
has a plush pile and impeccable 
soft underfoot.



GRECIAN
TUFTED RUG

Dimensions: L*W: 9*9 Feet
Weight: 20 kg

Renowned for beauty and fine 
craftsmanship, this Grecian Turkish 
Knotted rug in of a kind. The intri-
cate detailing view our breathtaking 
and comprehensive collection of the 
Turkish kont Rugs.



SPIRITUAL GLANCE
TUFTED RUG
The unconventional design is a 
modern take on the traditional 
oriental rugs. Among the finest 
handmade rugs, this is an epitome 
of Turkish contemporary style. 
Enchanted with taste and finesse, 
these rugs endure utmost intricacy 
and delicacy.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 17.15 kg



HAY
TUFTED RUG
Bent Chair's hand-knotted "Hay 
Tufted Rug" is a delightful addition 
to bid a quirky yet cheerful 
welcome. A casual pattern gets an
elevated texture with vibrantones 
is handcrafted to perfection.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 15 kg



TRANCE
TUFTED RUG
Our modern take on the classic 
authentic rugs mixes cut and loop 
pile in a stylized trance motif. 
Hand-tufted with a soft and 
luxurious pile, this enchanting rug 
anchors the room with subtle 
pattern and neutral tones.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 17 kg



IMPRESSIONS
TUFTED RUG
The classic Grecian design motifs 
featured on our tufted rug will add 
antique elements to your modern 
space. Hand-tufted by our skilled 
artisans this rug is a potential 
classic.

Dimensions: L*W: 7*10 Feet
Weight: 30 kg



FLORENCE
TUFTED RUG
Fashioned with top quality wool 
and colored with the best organic 
vegetable dyes, this tufted rug is an 
intricate work of skilled craftsmen 
and takes about a month to com-
plete.  The "Florence Tufted Rug" 
will transform any space with its 
vibrant hues.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 16 kg



CHAKRA
TUFTED RUG
The "Chakra Hand Tufted Rug" is an 
ideal pick for those who like
keeping up with art and
unconventionality. Streams of 
gorgeous color cascade on this 
striking handcrafted rug that will 
elevate your home decor 
effortlessly.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*5 Feet
Weight: 14 kg



ASH
TUFTED RUG
Make a statement with this
authentic Ash Tufted Rug.  This 
timeless piece exudes the highest 
standards of the skilled artisans, 
traditional design motifs and top 
quality construction

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 14 kg



COSMOS
TUFTED RUG
The "Cosmos Tufted Rug" channels 
an artsy vibe with its modern
 contemporary design and 
multicolored palette. Hand-tufted, 
the rug mixes cut and loop pile for 
lovely texture underfoot.

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 11 kg



POISE
TUFTED RUG
The "Poise Tufted Rug" channels 
an artsy vibe with its modern
contemporary design and sober 
tones. Hand-tufted, the rug mixes 
cut and loop pile for lovely texture 
underfoot

Dimensions: L*W: 5*7 Feet
Weight: 11.5 kg



VISTA
TUFTED RUG
The "Vista Tufted Rug" channels 
an artsy vibe with its modern
contemporary design and sober 
tones. Hand-tufted, the rug mixes 
cut and loop pile for lovely texture 
underfoot.

Dimensions: L*W: 5x7 Feet
Weight: 11.5 kg



MOONCHILD
TUFTED RUG
The "Moonchild Tufted Rug"
channels an artsy vibe with its 
modern contemporary design and 
sober tones. Hand-tufted, the rug 
mixes cut and loop pile for lovely 
texture underfoot.

Dimensions: L*W: 5x7 Feet
Weight: 11 kg



MAYHEM
TUFTED RUG
Bringing together the classic tufted 
style and contemporary pattern, the 
MayhemTufted Rug in a beautiful
neutral palette will surely complement 
any space. Crafted primarily of wool 
this rug is inspired by modern art that 
feels both graphics and elegant.

Dimensions: L*W: 5x7 Feet
Weight: 14 kg



CRAVE
TUFTED RUG
Bringing together the classic tufted 
style and contemporary pattern, the 
Mayhem Tufted Rug in a beautiful
neutral palette will surely complement 
any space. Crafted primarily of wool 
this rug is inspired by modern art that 
feels both graphics and elegant.

Dimensions: L*W: 5x7 Feet
Weight: 14 kg
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